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COMING EVENTS
May 21,22,23 2011………....Luxton Pro rodeo
May 29 2011…………..…...Meeting at Luxton
June 26 2011…………...…..Meeting at Luxton
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Benjamin Hernandes Dwarf Head
Demo showed us how a talented
smith can sculpt metal into whimsical figures using only minimal tools
and basic blacksmithing processes.
He made a jig to hold a one inch
square bar then used a few basic
punches and chisels to create the detailed features that brought the creatures to life. See page 6 for details.

Production Day was a bit of a bust, with minimal turnout. I guess Easter Sunday wasn‟t a good time to schedule an event like that… so we
will need to do it again soon. Actually, the Luxton Pro Rodeo weekend, May 21-23, would be an excellent opportunity to combine the activities of Production Day and our Blacksmithing Fair demo. We will
be at the club smithy, with all the tools and equipment, so creating objects „d‟art for sale would seem to be a natural thing to do.
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Secretary’s Report
By: Charlie Low
tually made by Skip
There was no business arising.
New Business: Drew would like to borrow an anvil for the summer for when he
is off in the bush but not actually
fighting fires. This was approved.
Viba Mar 24 11

Financial: We are still solvent.

And with that we adjourned and got
Past President Ray called the meeting
back to producing, as it was not only
to order about 11.00, as both President
Easter Sunday, complete with Easter
Joe and Vice –president Glen were out
eggs, but a production day. The crowd
of town.
was small, though, and the thought that
another production day sometime soon
For show and tell, Charlie L brought
would be a good thing was raised.
in a new horseshoe puzzle, with 3
horseshoes and 3 rings. It has a simple
solution, but we feel that there should
be a definitive solution, where one
ends up with one ring on each interNotes from Dan Page
section. So far, we have only managed
to get all 3 rings on a single intersec- Re: Galen‟s article on scale and rust retion. He also brought in a couple of S moval .I have successfully used a similar
hooks, and after the meeting, a rotifer process with great success. In a suitable
hook, mini horseshoe, leaf keyring and plastic container, fill with water then add
tip-hardened chisel.
lye crystals. I got mine from Home hardDennis brought in a new
ware (approx. 2 liters in 45 gal). Susknife, with a feathered-W pattern. It
pend a piece of stainless steel in the sowas a complicated thing to make,
lution and the rusty item to be cleaned.
starting with 5 blocks of 1084 and 4 of Connect a battery charger, positive to
L6, welding and then flattening the
stainless, negative to item. I removed ¼
hard way, and finally splitting on a
inch of rust from 20 inch truck wheels.
dull hot cut, and re-welding, but the
They came out clean to bare metal and
pattern is a thing of beauty. The han- stayed rust free for a year. Just wire
brush the rust off under a running hose.
Submissions & Contributions dle was linen micarta, with stainless
bolsters.
(Left wheels in for 3 days).
Submissions to “Forge” can be
Drew brought in the hammer
made at any monthly meeting head he made in Neil‟s class, about 3 Re: WD 40. The C.B.C. did a news clip
or by snail mail to:
½ pounds, with a straight peen.
on a Newfoundland fisherman who after
VIBA - The Editor
Willy brought in a big candle a hard day of aches and pains rubbed
1040 Marwood Avenue
holder. There were some ribald reWD 40 on all his aching joints. My sonVictoria, BC Canada
marks that it would do for a stool for
in-law had a chicken that was egg-bound
V9C 3C4
masochists.
OR
and in great distress. He sprayed her
Email: dgillett@shaw.ca The minutes as published in last
backside with WD 40 and the egg
month‟s newsletter contained an error. popped right out.
The wheat attributed to Norm was ac2

MURPHY’S OTHER 15 LAWS
1. Light travels faster than sound. This is
why some people appear bright until you
hear them speak.
2. A fine is a tax for doing wrong. A tax
is a fine for doing well.
3. He, who laughs last, thinks slowest.
4. A day without sunshine is like,
well . Night.
5. Change is inevitable, except from a
vending machine.
6. Those who live by the sword get shot
by those who don‟t.
7. Nothing is foolproof to a sufficiently
talented fool.
8. The 50-50-90 rule: Anytime you have
a 50-50 chance of getting something right,
there‟s a 90% probability you‟ll get it
wrong.
9. It is said that if you line up all the cars
in the world end-to-end, someone would
be stupid enough to try to pass them.
10. If the shoe fits, get another one just
like it.
11. The things that come to those that
wait, may be the things left by those, who
got there first.
12. Give a man a fish and he will eat for
a day. Teach a man to fish and he will sit
in a boat all day drinking beer.
13. Flashlight: A case for holding dead
batteries.
14 . The shin bone is a device for finding
furniture in the dark.
15.. When you go into court, you are putting yourself in the hands of twelve people, who weren‟t smart enough to get out
of jury duty.

President Joe Gillings
A victim of kidnap? Alien abduction?
Perhaps he ended up at Guantanamo Bay?
Enquiring minds want to know

And ...a WD 40 note from Terry Strandlund
Hi Dennis,
I just wanted to comment on an article in the
April newsletter listing the benefits of WD 40.
While most of those uses are quite valid ( I use it
myself for a number of different purposes ), the skull
and crossbones symbol on the front of the can tells
us that it is a poison and, as such, is a dangerous
material.
A good friend of mine a few years back found
out how dangerous it can be when he became quite
ill. He spent some time in hospital while doctors
tried to figure out what was making him so sick.
Doctors determined that he was poisoning himself
with his use of WD 40. He used it in a grease form
at his job and he used it as a lubricant on his guitar
strings. The doctor told him that he was not only
absorbing it into his skin but he was inhaling the
fumes as well. Three or four days away from the
stuff and his illness seemingly cleared. He died of
cancer about a year later. ( I don‟t know if there was
any link between the WD 40 and the cancer )
Perhaps a warning of the dangers of inhalation
and/or skin contact or simply a reminder to check the
warnings on the can before use might be in order as
a follow-up to the article.
Thanks for your time,
Terry Strandlund
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Show and Tell

Photos by D Gillett

Dennis‟s feathered W‟s Damascus folder

Charlie‟s horseshoe puzzle, S
hooks and production day items

Willy‟s candle holder
This piece could well have
come from the New York
Museum of Modern Art...or
would certainly qualify to go
there
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Drew‟s hammer head

Production Day Goodies and some workers
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Benjamin’s Dwarves

The basic elements are formed first, cuting in the nose, eyes
upper lip and chin. The jig is elevated at 45 deg so it was easy
to see for the demo. It is normally flat on the anvil face.

It helps to have a good looking striker for these
operations
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Hi everybody:
Benoit here with just a little show-and-tell from France. These consoles were actually my first assignment at Les Ateliers Perrault.
They are made from forged steel with rivet and half joint construction with collars holding the scrolls.
I was to make four pairs in two different models, one with R bar between. They were all fitted with an
oak top. The dimensions of the steel sections are 30x6 and 30x12 and each side is about a foot long.
I am also sending a picture of the shop where I work. This is a nice place to work.
Benoit Laurent
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Jack Slykerman TUM Hook

Submitted by Neil Gustafson

These hooks were an exercise that Jack showed us last season. He said that it was an exercise that his Master had
the apprentice (Jack) do, to learn how to move metal. Jack said that the test, is to do it in one heat. We had a lot of
fun making these hooks at Coombs and Nanaimo last season. The dimensions are, from a piece about ½ x ¼ or
smaller/thinner. The object is to leave a small head on the nail and a small vertical hook to keep the clothes hanger
from falling off. Tap it into a beam/post and HANG ON!!
I guess Jack is feeling OK because he said that he was going to do a drawing, and he did. Yippee!! Wade Wade
actually did the drawing in 2002.
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Vancouver Island Blacksmith Association
Membership Application
Name: ______________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________ Prov./State: __________
Post/Zip Code: _______________________
Email: ______________________________
Phone: (_____) _______________________
Fax: (_____) _________________________
Are you a:

New Member [ ]

Renewal [ ]

[ ] Regular Membership $30.00 Annually
[ ] Contributory Member $100.00 Annually
Members are required to sign a Liability Waiver
Make cheques or money orders payable to:
Vancouver Island Blacksmith Assoc. (VIBA)
1040 Marwood Avenue
Victoria, BC CANADA
V9C 3C4

Artist Blacksmiths Assoc. of North America
Membership Application
Name: ________________________________
Address: ______________________________
City: ______________ State/Prov.: _______
Zip/Postal Code: _______________________
Phone: (_____) ________________________
Fax: (_____) __________________________
[ ] Full Time Student……….........….$35./year
[ ] Regular Membership….........…….$45./year
[ ] Senior Citizen (age 65+)…........…$40./year
[ ] Overseas Surface Mail….......……$60./year
[ ] Oversea Air Mail............................$80./year
[ ] Contributory Membership............$100./year
[ ] Public Library Subscription...........$35./year

Credit Card Payment
Card No. _______________________
[ ] Visa [ ] Mastercard
Expiry Date: ____________________
Signature: ______________________
by Phone: 703-680-1632
Mail: ABANA, 15754 Widewater Dr
Dumfries, VA, USA, 22025-1212
Email: abana@abana.org

The Memorial Plaque….unfortunately, filling up
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